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Ion propulsions in the USSR were started to The i.:ntra l  o I,,.e i:n -cr.ain of w:rrk . r: n:
develope in the early 60-s. The usage cf the- thrusters .n 1i r-1975 i;.cluded !the; deveory ::t - :f;
principle of Ceasium contact ionization on "AGA;" ion propulsion with- Casjium ion thz-ter,
Tungsten have seemed to be a very attractive idea called by developers an ion thruster with
at the first stage of studies due to the oscillatory discharge (IEOD-100). The ion
possibility of obtaining an extremely high propulsion is designed for installing on the
utilization factor of the propellant. In the rrddt artificial earth satellites operating on lcw or
of 60-s, however, the attention of researches have !hig!ly elongated orbits aimed to coIrpen-rat.. air
been switched over to a development of ion resistance.
propulsions with gas discharge ion sououces. It is The propulsion was dev-loed at the let.'l of
on the base of th.se sources that practical designs thrust P=20 rr and with lifeti.e 1000 hour.
of ion propulsion have been developed. The paper is
devoted to the results of the investigations of the
ion propulsions in the USSR during 60-s - 80-s.

Thruster IEOD-100
Introduction

A design of the thruster is schematically
The researches in the field of ion thrusters shown in Fig. I The thruster diameter by ar.:-,. iL

in the USSR were started in the early 60s. It was 2R=100 rmn. A plasma emitter (a di~chary char.er)
beleived that ion engines with potentially high contains a hollow cathode 1 mounted on the back
efficiency and lifetime will be able to meet most all, a cylindrical anode 2 and a Ceasium vapour
urgent demands in thrusters with high specific deflector 3. An ion optical system is formed by
inpulse. For this reason, alhest all countries are emitting electrode 4, set on the dischar:ge
interested in electric propulsions supported the chamber, as well as by accelerating 5 and annular
programs with researches on ion thrusters. These decelerating electrode 6, set on the case of the
researches in the USSR coveres a wide range of engine. Ceasium vapour are bed through the emi ter
possible designs and applications of ion thrusters, hole of 0.25 mm in diameter into the hollow cathode
the idea attracting a large number of researchers. and also through a relief holes made in the side
In 1964-1965 in rocket experiments YANTAR there wall of the cathode between the back wall of the
have been carried out tests of ion thrusters with chanter and the deflector. A diverging from the
volume ionization of Argon, Nitrogen and air. cathode a magnetic field is excited by the annular

These experiments, which were by heir aims permanent magnet 7, which covers the cathode. The
close to an American experiment SERT-1 , helped magnetic field lines are depicted in Fig.2 (figures
to prove serviceability of ion engines in the show a share of the magnetic flux in the
conditions of upper layers of atmosphere, in corresponding magnetic tube). Inportant parameters
particular, a possibility for neutralization of the of plasma emitter optimization are the value of
space ion beam charge by electrons being injected magnetic flux B near the emitting hole of the
into it. Characteristics of ion thrusters of those o
years did not yet meet the requirements for their cathode and the ratio mc /mo of Ceasinm flow rate
practical application. In 70-s the main direction through the cathode m to corplete expenditure m
of works was to develop relatively low-inpulse c o
modules of ion thrusters and power plants. The . The Regulation of Ceasium flow rate in this
solution of the said problem demanded deep study of design could be only if mc/mo  = const. In the
physical processes in the main units of ion engines process of development the value m /m varied over
in ion sources and ion optical systems. These works
were closely connected with the analysis and a range of 0.06...0.11 by changr.g the disrneter of
synthesis of both ion thrusters and electric relief holes. Value R° varied w!thin 30...50 uf r
propulsion in a whole, depending on cathode arrangement in respect to the

What can be distinguished in the process of magnet and by introducing ferromagnetic pieces
development of electric propulsions in the USSR are counteracting the magnetic field near the cathode
noticeable successes in the research and s- i= wel seen in Fig.I. The ratio of dschargq
development and in operation of stationary plasn current to beam current Id/Ib with the growth of
thrusters, which, as assumed , may mnet t'd
demands of the USSR in thruster; with h!-'..ih 3"e-ecic / mrn decreases, that corresponding tc a reductc.n
impulse untill the erd of the century. This could of specific energy expenres in the discharge
not have but affect the interest shown in 80-s to C = ( I /I - ) U. But at B = 0.45 mTl thi
other types of electric rocket engines, Including d d b
ion thrusters. However in view of tendencies to operating range by the discharge
increase a period of active life of the artificial ;oltage Ud narrowsgreatly and instability takees
earth satellite, the power of on-board power place. So, an optimal value , - 0.43 mrT1. The
installations, to impleaent progra e of space o
research and utilization, possible wide use in current of electrons emitted by the hollow cathode
non-engine aspects, one should expect a new wave of is near the direct dependence on nc: I -kcel M,
interest in ion thrusters. where K is qas efficiency of the hollow cathode -

while opratin on Cea'.um 100...150 e/atcm. In
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relatively narrow rarwe by Ud  = 16...20 V al i n are IEi. .f ca Ly instability of
d aZirut.al drift of electrocs.

relatively wide range of the ion beun current By the result of probe n.easurents of plasma.
cdange Ib= 0.1...1 A (m = 4...40 mrg/s) the rati'- p'-ram-etrs we_ caln cl cul at tn distribution and

cc r~)rr.t of nt .egrai a q,:aicns of particles andmc/m mry be left constant at a level of 0.01. energy lalace . ar

Dependence C on the propellant efficiency tp - Ealaice equations are as fillcws:
d - icn talance:

IbM/em for optimal m / 0 = 0.11 and B =

= 0.43 mTl is given in Fig.2 for m = 3.7...7.0 eI ner" idV (Id f 0 -4. n (2T /M11/dSA

mg/s. The point of sharp increase of energ °A
expenses corresponds to p= 0.9 and Ud = 20 V. The - electron tala-ce

course of dependence Cd(p) leaves no dcubt in Ic+e Jnea iidVQ 0. 2J n xp(-eAUd*/T )(8Tj/m) 1/2x
selecting an optimal Ud = 20 V. Wanted thrust value SA' c

P = 20 nH corresponds to value Ib  = 0.42 A ty an x dA

accelerating voltage Ub= 0.8 kV and specific
4 - pw-eir balance

impulse Ip= 3 x 10 m/vs (I p= 2U e/M). .
sp zp 0

Ic(U-U c+AUd)~~eJ inQCidV+
Plas aparameters distribution V

+0.25efr; (2T /e)(BT exp(-eAUd/Te)dSA
To define distribution of plasra parameters A+0.25er/ ( 2 T/e t / expA-eA dS

and electron energy distribution function there A
have been used Langnuir cylindrical probes, while +(Ib/aF)(dAU-AUd)+ 0 .4.ne (2Te/m) /2AUddS.
volt-ampere characteristics of probes were treated SA
by regularizatil methods . L these equations n - atn concentratin,

It turned out that fast emitted electrcns by a
the cathode with energy 15... 17 eV are detectead Qi(Te,nt) <ai e> - ionization rate coefficient,
only in the near-the-axis region of the discharge, C= ZeV+P - specific eergy epnses for ionization
making up abc'-t 5% of the chamber volume. By the R. i Secific ener epnses for ion ti.

estimations the life time of fast electrons ~ 10 s taking into account the losses on radiation (R), V
is nuch _ess than the colliding thermalization time - volume of ionization zone, S and SA  - areas of
(3 x 10 s), that testifies classical mechanisms of anode ad boundaries o ioniation zone (virta
thernmlization of fast electrons on plasma anode) AU and U - ontzation zone (vnear t
electrons fonned in the discharge. These featuresd - l ps near the
of electron kinetics presuppose a considerable anode and the virtual anode, OF - transparency of
plasma electron heating in the-near-the axis region the emitting electrode by ions. In calculations we
of the discharge and a significant role of the assumed equality of plasm potential in cathode Uconvective mechanism of energy transference across c
the magnetic field. Thus we may expect high to ionization potential Vi , plasma temperature in
inlanogeneity of electron temperature Te and other cathode ( ~ 0.5 eV) having been neglected.
plasma parameters by the discharge radius, which Distribution of atom concentration ws calculated
has been proved in the experiment. Isotherm on the base of soluti of a kinetic model of atom
distribution (Te=const) is superposed on the dynamics, described and built in the
picture of magnetic field distribution (Fig.l). We assumption that we can neglect the collisions and
observe a dip of the Te in the radius from 2.5 eV reconbination in the volume but we must consider
on the axis to 0.5 eV on the discharge periphery, the ionization and ion recombination n the walls.
Radial distributions in various sections of the The model includes the following system of
emitter (L = Z/R = 0.1; 0.3; 0.90 of ion current equations:
density Ji plasma potential p and Te are shown (v ,v)n =-n Q.in n a (r)=-n d
in Fig.3 for a discharge condition Ud = 20 V, Id a (O

1.5A, Ib=0.25,Cd=100 W/A. Zone in which about 90% of Here na(r) - complete atan concentration
ions are formed (ionization zone) looks like a horn separated in the direction of speed v . Boundary
spread towards the emitting electrode. Its volume condition reflects the fact of at entrance fr a
constitutes about 20% of the chamber volume. About feed system and also as a result of icn
80% of electron current is closed at the cone of recambiati and atom desc.rbtin from the olls:
the anode of ^ 2 an width. Near the emitting n (ta nd, an (a)f(a,)+rbn fr(a)+p(a,)
electrode (L=0.9) _here is the inhincgeneity of ion a (a (a)
current density nR- /a b n e g te

Oscillations in plasma have been studied in5 na(a) a c c e tri entering te chamber
by means of two independently moving probes. with angular distribution f(a, 0 ), f(a,)dad =
Preferable frequencies of oscillations fl = 40 kHz = 1 , nt(a) - concentration of atoms at point
and f 2 = 0.6...1.2 MIz. Low frequency oscillations travelling frcm other points of the volume.

are most intensiveFunction ( a, ) charactefizes redistribution ofare most intensive beyond the ionization zone and a reflected flux entering the solid angle o and
high frequency oscillations, on the contrary, normalized /p (a e )dw-q(a). Value aO q 1 is
inside it. Fig.4 illustrates space distritution of a reflectivity factor from the " al and ( - doaain
oscillations amplitude of the potential u with of solid angles, to which the flux falling into the
frequency f, = 1.2 MHz. It is seen that it wlls is redistri bted. I f th absence fo

correlates well with plasma paramieters condensation on the Mals q = 1 and redistributiondestribution. Instability, corresponding to by angles runs acccrdi-g to Cosine law. In
oscillations of this kind, is of wave nature, calculations we considered different transporency
propagating in azimuthal direction with a speed of ion optical systms for ions ( = 0.5) and
~10 m/s, close to a drift speed. These oscillations
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atoms ( -a = 0.35). This difference refi:ctrs the liquid Casiim end o aalready m-entioned systen of
• N  -Ceasium distriAbticn into the cathode and chamber,

fact that a fclsed ion tbem does not i:.-- , imposing a condition of a thruster control with the
contrary to scattered at'rs, with an. s'CC-.-± .- ccnstant ratio m /m.
electrode. u

S~ecific -nerp" ee;--es f,-,r isai.I .- r- " A system of Ceasium feed into the emitter
calculated by f- 'iL" i-.clu.des a storage tank for 2.9 kg of Ceasi-n,

eReV.+Ta i e /n Q, k > 1 -quipped with a capillary intake devices of a
eR i ke .e e slit type and an electromagnetic conduction punp

(iD-puni) axunted in the feed main, a
where Ake - downwards transfer speed by the levels thennovalve and a steam generator. Each of
was determined for levels 6P, 50, 72, 7? and two units of the neutralizer (main and stand-by;
normalized for concentration of the main stat 6S, includes a Ceasium feed system, which is by
W - energy of kl transfer. principle of operation similar to the main feed

k system. The neutralizer is a tube with a hole in
Calculation showed a good correspondence o the t e side wall. The electrode, enveloping the
experiment. Atmn distribution in the sitzer is tube, is an electrode of the discharge firing at
given in Fig.I. It is non-uniform, which is the stage of the propulsion preparation to a
relative to a snall length of ionization ( start.
of Ceasium atcm in the discharge at Te = 2...2.5 The power supply and control system includes

eV. Calculation of the power balance showed tat a all in all 12 sources of power supply (stand-by
share of energy losses supplied to the discharge neutralizer taken into account).
with ion kinetic energy on the walls and into the The control system is built on the based

beam is close to -40%, for non elastic collisions uf tw c  feedback loops. Fesearches showed that Ib
~25% and in the hollow cathode ~13%. The rest pcwer (thrust, as well) is directly proportional to the
is carried by electrons onto the anode. Total current in the inductor MD-puip Ip Th
energy expenses in the discharge at a level 50.. 60
W are sufficient to keep up the walls of ite scurce thrust control system by the tight coupling
at teperature - 570 K, this excluds C-.siLn between Ib and Ip (the first loop) is simple,

condensation on the walls without any additional i reliable, providing the ion thruster operation
thruster preheating. under optimal condition by propulsive

efficiency. However, it has a considerable
Ion extraction_systn sluggislness, defined by the volume of vapour

generator (relaxation time ~ 3 s). To increase the
Proceeding from enough low requireronts with speed of response of the thrust control system we

the life time of the ion engines (1000 hours), an used a dependence of I. (L ) on U The
ion extraction system was calculated for d
sufficiently high average ion current density J = relaxation time of the second loop of coupling is

2 v 7 0.01 s. Its value is especially high at starting
5.6 mA/cm (forcomparison in the thruster SIT-8 and transient conditions.
Jav = 1.6 mA/cma ). Because of inhcnogeneity Fig.6 illustrates characteristics of the power
of distribution J. the maxium current density in plant over the whole range of specific impulse

k 1  2 regulation (accelerating voltage), requiring no
the centre jmax 16 mA/cm . Calculations and variation of gap between the emitting and

simIlation of an ion extraction system8  swed accelerating electrodes ( ~ 0.4 mm). The ion

that the holes in the emitting electrode should be propulsion main parameters for the most low impulse
made with a variable diameter d by the electrode operation regime are given in the Table.

radius following from a condition of approximate Parameter Value
equality3 9o the current of elementary beams J (r)x

xTd /Uo -3.8 x 10 A/B (where Uo  Ub +IUacl Power, assumed at nominal rating condi-

1600 B, when the accelerating electrode tions, W 400

potential U = -800 V). Calculation showed that in Power of starti
ac Power of starting heaters, W 60

the central zone of the electrode we should have d _
= 2 mm, in the middle - 3 mn, in the periphery - Time of starting heating-up, hours 2
3.5 mn. The average geometry transparency of an ion
optical system is 0.56. The extracting power of ion Thrust., mH 20
optical system in the centre determines the value
of the gap between the enitting and the Specific ivulse, m/s 3.3 x 10
accelerating electrodes 0.4 Irm. Dished elec:tr-o:es
were used with a deflection of 1.8 C.m : -. te ccas3iun flow rate, kg/s 0.61 x 10
centre. The emitting electrode of 0.5 mn thicessr.s
was made from Molibdenium, the acceleratg one
1.0 mm thickness - frmn Aluminium. At the nri -1l Prr.ulsive efficiency 0.76
condition Ib = 0.42 A, Iac = 2 mA anj i is __

determined only by charge exchange ions. L.if. i.in Mass of Ceasi lu reserve, kg 2.8

tests of 1000 h duration showed that eL.r:.sCl.n in
the centre of the eccelerating electrode is hi;er Mas s of a bed thruster, kg 9.2
than that on the periphery. Maxinm current i-er.-siy
onto the accelerating electrode does detenn-ire -he
thruster life time in the whole. Ion thrusters operating on inert gases

Ion propulsion. Xenon, as the most heavy among accessible
inert gases, was under study as an alternative to

A functional diagram of the ion prc.plsion is Ceasium and Mercury propeceant of ion thrusters as
given in Fig.5. Its characteristic f-iutre- as the bLgiing of 70-s . The proximity of values
compared with the known diagrams of ion t ers of Xenon ic n ization potentials (12,1 V) and
are conditioned by the use of tDI f-ed sy t. =, fr Mercury (10,8 V) makes it possible to develop
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Xenon modules based on Mercury thruters. For per one ionizatic act Cr is = 35...40 eV/ion.
Xenon thruster with the anode diameter 5 andO i Calculted with the account for self-absorption of
there were used as prototypes the thrusters SIT-5 plasa functions Q a od R are, of course, averaged
and SIT-8 with the magnetic field spread
from the cathode. For the thrusters of a larger by sane volume, corresponding to a given radiation
diameter, whose practical application is a matter absorption coefficient. However in practical
of far future , we investigated a schene with a studies values Qi and R thus obtained can be used
periphery magnetic field. It should be noted, as , re
hwever, that Xenon aton as a quantachanical a s local, relating their value with values of Te,
system differs considerably from a Mercury atom. cp an d ncp e i ev r y po in t o f t h e emitter volue.
With known poverty of experimental data by sections
of the main elementary processes and by Plama emitter with_a_di'verging magnetic field
probabilities of transfer at various states for
Xenon a numerical simulation of excitation and Extensive researches have been made in
ionization processes at the first stage of design connection with the development of ion thrusters
is of special interest. Mthematical modellirg with 10-an anode diameter, and creation on its base
helps to define such important parameters of the an Argon ion injector called "ARFA" (Harp),discharge as a wanted level of the cathode emitting designed for eferiments in the upper layers of
current, energy of fast-moving electrons, under Earth ionosphere . Schematic diagram of the
which we can achieve necessary for ion thrusters source is given in Fig.8. Plasm~ emitter is made
leveles of ionization, allowable levels of energy by a scheme close to that of the ion engine SIT-8
expenses, rates of forming doubly charged ions etc. with a cathode pole piece 4, a diameter 30 mmn. In
Further on, using these data we can develop the cathode pole piece there is a hollow cathode 1
numerical models of the emitter taking into account with the enveloping electrode of discharge firing
relations of plasma corponents with the emitter 2. At the outlet from the cathode pole piece there
walls and with the magnetic field of a given is an electron reflector, affecting the
configuration. distribution of fast electrons by volume of the

emitter. Working gas is fed through the cathode and
Calculatinof_exccitation and_ ioization gas distributor 8 by means of two independently

regulated feed systems. Conditions of effective
Analysis of excited state populations can be operation of the emitter in the camunicating parts

obtained solving a system of balanc equations for of the discharge: in the hollow cathode, in the
energy levels of xenon atom (Xe I) interval of the hollow cathode - a firing

electrode, in the near-the-cathode volume confined
neno< w>+n en.< kw>+n n <a w>+ by the cathode pole piece and by the reflector, and

ej <k j > jk in the main volume of the emitter. Such a matching
+ *'n.A +n 3= n A* n >+ is obtainable by sampling optimal parameters:Pc, p,+4 J ne ik n T A + <kj w>+J<. e J<k 'e .kj ldb, b ,as well as current in the nagnet
,nenk<kj.w>+nenknk+w>+n conkj ils Im, potential Ud of a firing electrode at a

eJ>k ton h Js duty regime discharge voltage Ud.The emitter quali-

no-atom cncentration in the ain state, , jk ty criterion is thruster efficiency t . If we
- section of excitation of k-th level by collision introduce the cost of thrust C = I / 2ft W/N
of electrons with atoms in the main and in j-th t
excited state; jk(J>k) - section of deexcitation; as the given limit for the power expenses on a
+ - section of ioniztif ofthrust unit creation we can establish a relationshipinitin of kth lel by between specific energy expenses in the emitter Cd,

electron shock; A - effective probability of Ct ' t and coefficient of the propellant
radiation transfer from k-th to j-th level; k  - Cd-2C2 t/ /
three-particle recombination coefficient; (kj - Lines )t = const plotted on diagram C (p)
Penning ionization velocity, sign < > stands crre nd to lines I const, while lines d
for averaging by the electron distribution function d
f (w). Limiting by the finite number of considered const correspond to lines of constancy of the ion
levels was made following the fact that levels with thruster energy efficiency ) e.At optimal dimensions:
sufficiently large value of quantum number n mist db20 m, 30 26 m- and U 40 V we
stay in Sakh equilibrium with a continuous
spectrum. get Cd = 250...260 W/A, = 0.85.
For parameters we are interested in n = 10. As Optimal conditions crrespond to
distinct from Ceasium plasm the share of fast I / 5.5 .. 6.5 e/ion and energy of fast
electrons nep/ne  in plasma of the Xenon discharge c

can reach several percent. electrons w = 30 eV (Ud = 40 V).
The electron energy distribution function (EEF) Particles and energy flows on the members of
looks as follows: the structure of plasm emitter were defined fran

f(w)=fm(w)+n /ne 6(w ) balance integral equations, considered above,
where f - Maxwell function strsing the above sbstituting the results of measurements of plasmaere f - function, stressing the above parameters and also the calculation of ionization
pointed fact. Fig. 7 illustrates a relationship of rates and specific energy expenses for non-elastic
ionization rate coefficient specific energy processes. As distinct from the discharge in the
losses for radtio R (eV/ion) and share of doubly ion thruster ITOD-100, in the ion emitter the atom
charged ions n /n in plasmu and temperature T, length path prior to ionization is by value close

w and n n . It is ch teritic that at to the emitter diameter, hence an approach to
cp and nepn . It is characteristic thiaat constancy of atom concentration in volume should be

= 0.01.. .0.05 value R and show weak dependency close to the truth. In the Xenon discharge the
on Te. But value n / n has its minimum at Te = power losses are distributed as follows: in the
4 .. 5 eV. With these parameters the energy expenses hollow cathode - up to 40%, for non-elastic
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collisions ~ 20S ( 12% of which - losses for Parzaeter Value
radiaticn), with electrons cn anode ~ 15%. Any
increase of T and n p/n causes reduction of losses Accelerating potential, V 800

for radiation but results in power inxrease,
carried by ions on the wall and hi the beam. This BEn au-rent, A 0.3

component of power balance reaches - 25° and only
10% of then falls on the initial kinetic energy if Accelerating electrode potential,V 500

beam icn. i eam is. Accelerating electrode current, r-A 8

Discharge voltage, V 70

Argoni ions inje,-torAr-on- - e- Discl-arge current, eragnetic coil current,A 2.2

Xenon plasma emitter with experientally found
optimal gemaetly made a basis for Argon ions Argon full expenditure, mg/s 0.28

injector "ARFA" (Horn) designed for experiments in
upper layers of Earth ionosphere. A schematic Expenditure through cathode, mg/s 0.14

diagram of the injector is given in Fig. 9 .
The injector includes the main and stand-by Power consumption with the account of losses

units of gas distribution, the operating gas feed - at the regime of cathode start heating up

system and electric power supply and control system and neutralizer, kW 0.5

(the latter system is omitted). Gas pressure in the - at the nominal regime, kW 0.5

receiver is kept up on a given level, and a thermal
throttle, nade as a heated cappilary, serves for Injector complete mass (including back-up

establishing a relationship of expenses into the systems) without Argon storage, kg 25

hollow cathode and gas distributor of the emitter, ES timated time of operation, hs 10C

close to a unit. To simplify a functional diagram
of the injector the excitation coils of magnetic An electric power supply system is located in

system are included in series with a discharge gap the pressurized bay of the artificial earth

and are fed fran one source of direct current. satellite. Injector PFA ray be used in

In the process of experimental treatment we experiments on board the satellites and space

determined the operating range parameters, stations, and on its base we can develop injectors

corresponding to the pointed functional diagram. over a wide range of ion exhanst velocities.

Fig. 10 illustrates dependences Ib and Ud on the Eall-sie ion injector

expenses of m at m = 0.14 me/s ( ~ 0.3 A eqv),

I = 2 A. Current Id  1 ... 2 A wa used as a In the experiment DION of international
m d project PHOBS there was assumed an ion beam

parameter. Shaded area of parameters corresponds to probing of Mars satellite - Phobos. To carry out
nominal rating regime of the emitter. this experiment a compact Xenon ion injector has

been developed withlhe beam current 40 mA and ion

Ion etsctin 
0  energy 1.5 keV I njectors with close

parameters can find application in various space
In different it is assmed ionospheric experiments. The experience of sich a development

experiments to use tape beams , formed by a is useful since due to rigid mass-clearance
slit ion optical system. In this case the limitations we managed to meet the requirements
divergence along one of the directions (across the using this simple and reliable functional scheme
strings) dominates over the divergence in Fig.16. In the base of the injector is an ion
transverse direction (along the strings), that source with anode diameter 50 mm and 30 mm diameter
being a distinctive feature of the tape beam. In of the perphorated part of the electrode of ion
the construction of "ARFA" ion source the optical system.
electrodes of ion optical system look like frames The source magnetic system is similar to SIT-5

with a set of flat springs, keeping the system and includes permanent magnets fixed on
slit-forming strings in a stretched state. The three spokes. Volt-ampere characteristics of the
influence of technological errors on the operation8  plasma emitter and dependence of Ib on Id are given
of ion extraction system can be defined by analysisr to values of

A tensile stress of 40 N turned ut to be on Fig.II for values of gnetic induction

sufficient for compensation of temperature measured on the axis in shear plane of the cathode
expansions of electrodes at operating regimes of pole piece. Dash-dotted lines stand for equal
the source. The construction contains regulated powers. In the optimized by Bo construction Ib
elements, by means of which control is conducted of obtainable at power 20...60 W cns
the electrode planeness, slits alignment and 153d in discharge Hollow cathde operates in
parallelism in the limits of 50 jum. The pitch of umed in the dischre. Hollow cathode operates in
parallels ngemthe limis of 50diame The pitch o automatic regime, starting from the discharge power
string a0.35 rangem, the interelectrtde distance - 0.8 rm, less than 20 W. Nominal ratir conditions of the

the geometry trainterelectrode dise electrode = source correspond to parameters Ud = 32 V, Id

0.825. Current b= 0.3...0.4 A at Ub  = 800 V can be 0.9 A, Ib 40 mA, Nd = 30 W, p 05.
As it is seen from Fig.II Id is directly

received under moderate I a provided that U
ac ac proportional to Id . Following from this statement,

-400 V. Parameters of the source nominal ratirng r d
regimes are given in the Table we stabilized Ib under pressure drop in the tank

with gas spending by keeping up Id . For this the

source of discharge feed was made as a current
source. It is seen fron Fig.I 2 , where we give
characteristics of the injector depending on gas
pressure in the tank Pt , that over a range of
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4.5...7 atm. Id and Ib are stabilized with an As AU increases, t hre takes piZce a
accuracy ± 20%. The optimum by level of power redistribution of the discharge current betwen the
consumed corresponds to pressure 6 atm. at which main anode and near-the-wall ancdes. With AU > 3 V
the gas expenditure m = 50 mA eqv. At low level of a

o the specific power expenses for rmahiaining
consumed power there appears a problem of power potential difference Ietween t!he Prai ac'
expenditures for neutralizer. To reduce them at the near-the-wall anjdes exceed the gain becau-s of
regime of starting heat-up we used a hollow specific power reducticn ih- the ciruoit of the r-n:
cathode, operating on Ceasiun varour, released discharge. If value AU = 3 V is close to optimum,
during heating up of Ceasium compounds with Carbon. a

Taking into account the conducted researches Ipa /Id = 0.25, if AUa  = 6 V, this paramoter
we developed a functional diagram, characteristic approaches 0.75 and Cd increases. Still a matter of
of which are the absence of receiver in the feed
system and of the feedback for stabilizing beam discussion remains the question of creating a
parameters, the use of short-time spreading of gas potential barrier over near-the-wall anodes, which
expenditure for increasing reliability of the could reduce the velocity of i,-n drift onto the
discharge in the area of gas high pressure, thait source walls. Fig.I5 a,b gives plasma para.aetes
largely simplifying its design. Tne injector is distribution by adius, which are obtained usirn
made as a :renoblock unit and designed for the Langmnir cylindrical probe Imaed fr-n th
installing outside the pressurized bay artifici!l rMnanet surface (left parts of the graphs) via the
earth satellite. The injector mass with electric chamber axis towards the surface of near-th.e-wl
power supply unit and container is 11 kg. ade (right parts of the graphs). The emitter nrie-

of operation was: Ud = 34 V, mn 0.6 rg/s, K 7.
Large-size plama emitters e/atom. For distributions cn Fig.15a AUa 0, for

In long-temn space missions, connected, for Fig.15b distributions of Te and n are given for AL g
example, with car.lex investigations of planets of = 3 V (full curv.es) and 6 V (dashed). At all -value
the solar system' it is possible to use ion of AU we observe difference in the nature if
thrusters of 10 kW power in one unit. Creation of
powerful ion thrusters requires the plasma emitters plasme parameters canlae when appr-aching
developing of a large diameter (300 mm and mere), riear-the-vall ande and magnet: i the anode daeain
In this connection lately there were studies of the grdients of variation of all para ters are
plasm emitters with a periphery magnetic field, higher tlan near the magnets. As AUa grows, the
One advantage of this type of aeitters is obvious - effect redoubles. As can be understood by curves 4
high homogeneity of plasma by the area of emission, of Fig. 18b a potential barrier can appear near the
conditioned by low induction of the magnetic field anodes for ions at the level, f 1  ..2 V. Opposite
in volume of the emitter. opinions exist on this ratterT ' The question

Plasma emitters with rmltipole magnetic needs more thorcugh investigation. It should be
systems, withl 6orlficial or prismatic form of noted that in the works referred to the authu-rs
magnetic poles ' were of great usage. Despite did not use the main anode specially mounted for
a large scope of investigations, still not clear collecting the main part of di-charge curren..
are questions connected with interaction of the Reduction of the anode collecting surface S will
plasma positive column in such emitters with n
nultpole magnetic field (of 1 hyperbolic result in the decrease of a negative drop on t.e
configuration). Studies are made 18  of the anode but it is effective only at S nuch less of
plasma emitter with longitudinal magnets, the emitting electrode area S . In fact, it
scheratically shown in Fig.I3. A multipole magnetic e
field is excited by twelve prismatic magnets, foll

o w s 
from 

a b a l a n c e  
of electrons ii thefield is excited by twelve prismatic msgnets,

positioned with alteration of magnetic poles along discharge
the side wll of the chamber and by radius on its cKe 025en (8T/m)exp(-eAUd/T)
rear wall. They used the main anode in the form of where K - coefficient of electron multipl icatior
a ring, positioned near the rear wall and e
near-the-wall anodes in the form of bands, in the discharge. On the ot - ha'd,
positioned between megnets slightly projected Ib0. 4ene(2Te/) " e
beyond their ends facing the chamber axis. To study wherein Ic/Ib: K :6.
relationships of plasma properties in the emitter e
volume and its output characteristics and various Taking this into account, AU . O, when
combinations of design factors they varied S*/S. (/M)2K K /1.2n1 / 2

positions of the main anode with respect to ec
agnets, the number of agnets and the number ofWith typical for plasma emitters of icn

near-the-wall anodes, correspondingly. Parameter K = thrusers parameters a negative anode shift, can e
(I aec at SA /S - 0.01. In 19 this tendency is discovered

= (I M)/(e m) varied over a range of 4...8 e/aton experimentally but at 0 there developc  experimentally but at AUO- O ttere developsed
and was kept up in every series of experiments
constant with an accuracy ±0.5. The influence of K large-scale instabilities in the discharge ne.r g

c the discharge supressicn. It is moat prolUble tl;.t
and positive shift of AUa  potential of intrcducticn into the disclarge of the irain sm-de
near-the-wall anodes with respect to the main anode with a smll collectie * surface (the ani_.de W.E
on the kind of dependence Cd ( ) is shown on mounted near t ef magnets, positioned n tA e

d wall, so an effect of "the magnetic w all as
Fig.1 4 a,b. Value of Kc = 6 1 0.5 (curve 3 on obvious) allows to rhintain plaara r.t.intll ...-

c~.I~a) is close tV highet th.n the pj-tti f i-' rjin al d- eFig.I4a) is close to optimal. Dependence of the V hihet ta l the pote a of e i -ut
emitter efficiency on AU is of interest. Counting l" wer t ha d the ptetla -f rc-ar-tie-wll a.de

a under a def-lite relatic of areas of the :-.i T:d
for current I in the circuit of near-the-wall near--the-all anodes. As AU : 4 7 incr.ases, the
anodes we should calculate value Cd by fcrrua plaama potential starts 'detctihE th . 't-ial

Cd: (id( )U+ AU/ of near-the-wall andes and t-e n.u-':-
potential drop on the ira ui a-.de alls, while

6
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